
We begin at a high level of generality. The constraints on a 
“theory of everything” are epistemic. Our sense of reality, as of 
theory, is of a strong heuristic. The limit of the heuristic is the 
epistemic, that verifiability is a criterion of claims. 
 
We begin, also, within the specificity of our conceptual space, to 
characterize the existential. Without loss of generality, we can 
call its elements objects. We acknowledge an implicit dyadic, 
crudely expressible as a biconditional mapping of an objectivity to 
a subjectivity. It will be the foundation of frames of reference. 
Our sense of the a priori indescribability of objects conceives the 
utility of points. 
 
The existential is then well-characterized as a point-wise array. 
Its logical ground is tautological, that any distinction is real.  So 
as to say, identity is a claim of difference, to be a claim at all. 
 
The existential is thus an a priori divergent space. Heuristics are 
its symmetries. The limit of each is strictly non-describable, to 
the operationally non-existent. 
 
These points yield the following relationship: 
 

A b nA : C 
 

where A represents an anomalous (epistemic) space, nA a 
heuristic or symmetry space, b an intrinsic boundary condition, 
and C the universal conceptual space. A is tautological to non-
identity, and contains no symmetries. nA is the set of all 
symmetries, the generality of A in approximation. 
Dimensionalities are nA to A, symmetries their metric to points of 
resolution. The priority of A to nA is a granularity of precision to 
approximation. C is its world. 
 

The limit of convergence of nA is a point in A. A is a singularity. 
nA exists in relation to (“at a distance from”) A. A is described in 
nA. b expresses these features. Dimensionalities, then, are 



boundaries, characterizing not spaces but interfaces. Properties 
are their dyads. 
 


